
Fizzy Moon
Gins Gins & More Gins!

Gin has amazingly interesting and colourful history dating back centuries. We at Fizzy Moon have tried 
to encapsulate the craft, traditions and innovations into one menu. It took some time the first time round 

with 100 Gins now we have extended our range even further to over 150 Gins in stock today…The 
most extensive Gin range in Warwickshire not only the first to introduce a super duper range NOW the 
ultimate range of special editions & batch reserves, truly luxurious to spoil yourself and indulge.......!

The gin that we drink today has come a long way from where it first started. From originally tasting more 
like whisky than gin (with Genever) to nearly giving alcohol poisoning to every man, women and child in 
London in the great prohibition. It was known as a drink of the poor up until the birth of the ‘Gin Palace’ 
in the late 1820’s. It was then that gin was really taken seriously and began to flourish. The Coffey still 

strengthened this bringing purity to gin unlike anything seen before and London Dry gin was born.

In 1858, Erasmus Bond launched the first quinine based tonic drink followed by Schweppes in 1870 
who called it ‘Indian Tonic Water’. Tonic was very popular back then as it was used to combat malaria. 

Gin was often drunk at the time as it was a preference on board ships and thought of as medicinal. 
Originally it was drunk with lemon or lime to add flavour and combat scurvy.

Gin fell out of fashion in the 1950’s as many consumers moved onto vodka, but with innovations of Bombay 
Sapphire and other producers at the time, fell back into fashion. Producers like Tanqueray and Hendricks being 

born and new styles of gin being flaunted. New western gin is now the new craze alongside London Dry.

We are now experiencing a second gin craze with the G&T now being one of the world’s bestselling 
drinks and over 500 distilleries in the UK alone. Tonic and garnishes have gone the same way to 

make choosing your G&T even more exciting!

Winner of the best Bar In Warwickshire 2018, 2019, 2021, 2022



Gin Tonics
Fizzy House Blue & Pink tonic 

(made especially for Fizzy our secret ingredients) only get here!

A Variety of Franklin & Sons Tonics, the team will recommend 
a suitable one to suit your Gin Choice.

ALL Served 35ml:

House Serves £6.50 (H)

Premium £7.50 (P)

Super Premium £8.50 (SP)

Super Duper Premium £9.50 (SDP) 

All our gins may also be purchased as a bottle serve with 
complimentary mixers please ask our Fizzy Team if required



All gins served in 35ml measures

26 Moon’s Martin Miller’s Rose Gold 42%
England 

Style: Madeira Cask Barrel Aged
Two years, Two months, to be exact to produce 

this brilliant hybrid spirit !! One of the top 5 Most 
expensive gins in the world. A distinct caramelised 

walnut oil on the nose beneath it , there is a red 
fruitiness from the wine & the familiar citrus lemon 

& Lime in particular….. this may be your only 
chance to try as this maybe the only batch to try 

with around 480 bottles made available..... 
Go on treat yourself.

Perfect Garnish: Neat over ice 
£50 per 35ml serve

Beefeater Burrough’s Reserve 43%
London, UK 

Style: Aged – Flavour Profile – Spice
Rested in red and white Bordeaux oak casks after 

distillation, Edition 2 emerges with a copper hue and 
complex depth of flavour, making it perfect for those 

looking to explore new flavour experiences. Each 
batch created is unique. Small production ensures that 

each drop of gin has the time, care and attention to 
detail that a spirit this remarkable deserves.

Perfect Garnish: Neat over ice 
£12.50 per 35ml serve

Monkey 47 Distiller Cut 47%
Germany 

Style: Black Forest – Flavour Profile: Spicy
The German distillers allowed the Distiller’s Cut 2015 

to rest for three months in earthenware containers 
before being combined with soft spring water from the 

Black Forest. with a very special ingredient Spignel 
Seed’s......Excitingly spicy to the core!
Perfect Garnish: Neat over ice 

£45 per 35ml serve

Anty Gin 42%
England 

Style: Wood Ants

Anty Gin from Cambridge Distillery and the Nordic 
Food Lab. No, it’s not some sort of meta-tipple that’s 
the polar-opposite of gin (like antimatter) - this is gin 

literally made with ants. Wood ants, to be specific. 
Each bottle of gin is made with the essence of 

approximately 62 wood ants, along with juniper, wood 
avens, nettle and Alexanders seeds to complement the 

flavour of the insect. For the adventuress to try......
don’t forget your drop of pure

Ant distillate
Perfect Garnish: Neat over ice 

£34.00 per 35ml serve

Ferdinands’ Saar Goldcap 49%
Germany 

Style: Fruity & Floral

Produced once a year, only the heart of this small 
batch annual distillation is used in Goldcap, made with 
dried Riesling grapes, mirabelles and cocoa beans as 
well as local acacia and pears. Gin Foundry’s ‘Gin of 

the Year’ for 2015. It’s undoubtedly something special, 
best enjoyed neat. Truly delicious.....
Perfect Garnish: Neat over ice 

£22.00 per 35ml serve

Truffle Gin 42%
England 

Style: Truffle

The Cambridge Distillery love a good bit of boundary-
pushing, and they’ve done it again with their Truffle 
Gin, made using white truffle from Alba! Rich and 

subtly savoury, this is fascinating stuff indeed.
Perfect Garnish: Neat over ice 

£14.50 per 35ml serve

Fizzy’s special reserve’s  
Everyone Deserves To Be spoilt  Once In A While !!!!



All gins served in 35ml measures

5th Gin Fire 42%
Barcelona, Spain  

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Fruit

The 5th Gin London dry range contains Earth, 
Water, Air and Fire releases, taking inspiration 

from the classical elements. Fire is infused with 
red berries (blueberries, raspberries, strawberries 
and blackberries) and is coloured to match. Other 

botanicals include juniper, coriander, angelica, 
cassia, orris, liquorice, citrus and cardamom.

Perfect Garnish: Strawberries (SP)

5th Gin Water 42% 
Barcelona, Spain  

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Floral 

One of a range of four London dry gins based 
around the classical elements. Water is made with 

an infusion of rose and violet petals alongside 
traditional botanicals. It’s coloured blue because 

everybody knows water is blue. 
Perfect Garnish: Black pepper & Juniper (SP)

6 O’Clock 43%
Gloucestershire, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

The name is taken from the grandfather 
of the master distiller, Edward Kain, who 

enjoyed a gin at 6 O Clock every day in true 
naval fashion. Elderflower takes a front 

seat here alongside orange.
Perfect Garnish: 

Lemon (SP)

Adnams Copper House 
Distilled Gin 40%

Suffolk, UK 
Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Floral

Made with six carefully chosen botanicals, 
Adnams Distilled Gin is elegant and approachable. 

Classically charged with juniper and rich with 
floral and citrus notes, it’s a warm and welcoming 
introduction to Adnams gin. Serve with muddled 

lime, ice and tonic water.
Perfect Garnish: 

Orange Peel Twist (P)

Alkemist Gin 40%
Oregon, Spain 
Style: Fruity

Alkkemist Gin features a base of triple-distilled 
grain spirit and 21 different botanicals, interestingly 

including Muscat grape, alongside orange and 
lemon peel, rose petals, samphire, fennel, thyme 

and mint, among others. Also, it’s apparently 
“distilled by the light of the full moon”! A 

wonderfully-presented gin that works excellently in 
a G&T as well as a number of cocktails. 

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon (SP)

Aviation Gin 42%
Oregon, USA 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Spice

Aviation belongs to a new category of dry 
gins. These gins embody a shift away from 

the usual over-abundance of juniper toward a 
balance of botanicals. Aviation explores the rich, 
floral and savoury notes of lavender, cardamom, 
and sarsaparilla to capture the lushness, spice, 

creativity, and freshness of the Pacific Northwest.
Perfect Garnish: Orange (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Bakewell Gin 40%
UK 

Style: Cherries & Almond 

A spicy and floral opening keep things interesting, 
before the awaited ground almonds and cherry jam 

reveal. There’s a touch of custard in there too.
Perfect Garnish: 

Cherries (SP) 

Bathtub Gin Grapefruit  
& Rosemary 43.3%

England 
Flavour profile Zesty & Floral

Behold Bathtub Gin, the brilliant, cold-
compounded, much-loved marvel – but with a 

terrific twist (which was voted for by Bathtub Gin 
fans on social media)! This expression features 
the same host of botanicals as the multi-award-

winning original, blended and infused with natural 
grapefruit and rosemary. A glorious pairing, 

bringing a bunch more vibrantly zesty elements and 
softly floral notes to the bold gin at its heart, and it 

definitely makes for a G&T that stands out.
Garnish Grapefruit Slice  (SP)

Bathtub Gin 43.3%
Tunbridge Wells, UK 

Style: Compound – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Nose: Fresh and bold juniper leads the way with 
fragrant citrus and cardamom. Palate: Juniper again 

leads, as it should in any gin but there’s plenty 
more besides. The mouthfeel is thick and creamy 
whilst the cloves coriander and cardamom offer 

depth. Finish: Here the supporting botanicals really 
shine with lingering cardamom and orange peel.

Perfect Garnish: Orange (SP) 

Black Tomato 42.3%
Bruinisse, Netherlands 

Style: New Western, Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

A unique gin using locally grown black 
tomatoes and a splash of local seawater in the 
production. This makes it equally sweet yet 
savoury and a real treat for your taste buds.

Perfect Garnish: 
Black Pepper, Basil, or Celery (SDP) 

Black Thistle Green Mist Gin 41%
Scotland 

Flavour profile Kiwi

A very intriguing expression from Black Thistle - 
Green Mist Gin brings together the brightness of 
kiwi with the freshness of mint, alongside some 
classic gin notes. Of course, it’s also shimmery, 

giving it a mysterious look.
Garnish Mint leaf (P)

Blind Tiger 45%
Belgium 

Style: Small Batch - Flavour Profile: Spicy

A refreshing gin with three meticulously distilled 
imperial black teas from Assam, Cashmere, & 

Yunnon. The subtle addition of carefully selected 
lemon peel, lemongrass, bitter almond & grains 

of paradise gives Blind Tiger Imperial Secrets its 
warming spiciness

Perfect Garnish -  Orange Wedge  
& sprig of mint.  (SDP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Beefeater 24 45%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

One of the only gins to be still distilled in London 
and in dedication to the creator’s father, who was 
a tea merchant. Inclusion of Japanese Sencha and 

Chinese green tea distinguish it from any other gin.
Perfect Garnish: 

Pink Grapefruit Twist (P)

Böe Peach & Hibiscus 20%
Stirling, Scotland 

Style: Liqueur – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Boe Superior gin is infused with peach 
and hibiscus to go alongside the citrus and 

spice flavours of the base gin.
Perfect Garnish: 

Tastes great without one! (P)

Böe Violet 41.5%
Stirling, Scotland 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Floral

This time distilled then infused with violets 
and made at a higher alcohol than that of the 

peach and hibiscus. Violet, apple and lavender 
bring the most flavour to this intriguing blend.

Perfect Garnish: 
Blackberry & Blueberry (P)

 Böe Passionfruit 41.5%
Stirling, Scotland 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Terrifically tangy passion fruit-flavoured gin from 
Scotland’s Boë. A mixture of fresh passion fruit and 

bright orange notes meld with classic herbaceous 
gin elements, making for a sweet treat that should 

pair well with rich puddings.
Perfect Garnish:  
Orange twist (P)

Boë Apple & Lime Gin 41.5%
Stirling, Scotland 

Style:  Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Apple & Lime

A refreshing, zingy gin from Scotland’s Boë! This 
glorious gin showcases apple and lime, with a base 
of Boë Scottish Gin infused with freshly pressed 
green apple and lime. The tangy tipple shines just 
as well splashed in a glass of fizz as it does in a 

Martini.
Perfect Garnish: 
Lime Wheel (P)

Boë Raspberry & Sweet  
Basil Gin 41.5%

Scotland 
Flavour profile Very berry

Raspberry and basil – a flavour combo no longer 
reserved for those really fancy salads you sometimes 
see, because the Boë team up in Scotland has gone 
and created its very own Raspberry & Sweet Basil 

Gin! Expect bold berry brilliance, with a soft helping 
of herbaceousness developing, carried along by 

classic juniper notes. Just what your summer aperitifs 
were calling out for! Now, about that salad...

Garnish raspberries (P)  



All gins served in 35ml measures

Bloom Jasmine & Rose 40%
Warrington, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Floral

BLOOM Jasmine & Rose was created by master 
distiller Joanne Moore using naturally extracted 
flower botanicals, making it the ideal tipple of 

choice for an English summer day. It was bottled 
at 40% ABV with no artificial flavourings, and it 
comes presented in the same bottle as the original 

Bloom gin, only the colour palette reflects the floral 
flavours of the gin
Perfect Garnish:  

Blackberries & Mint (SP)

Bloom Premium London Dry Gin 40%
Warrington, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Floral

BLOOM is a delicate floral London Dry Gin, 
inspired by the natural flora of an English country 

garden. Chamomile, pomelo and honeysuckle were 
chosen as the three key botanicals to create a more 

delicate and subtle gin.
Perfect Garnish:  
Strawberries (SP)

Bloom Passionfruit &  
Vanilla Blossom Gin 40% 

Warrington, UK 
Style: London Dry – Flavour: Tropical & vanilla

Passion fruit and vanilla are an established delicious 
combo, so Bloom decided to bottle them up in gin 
form! You’ll find tangy passion fruit paired with 

creamy vanilla blossom in here, and we can feel a 
gin-based twist on a Porn Star Martini coming on..

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon Wedge (SP)

Boodles Gin 40%
Warrington, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

Boodles is a proper British Gin known for its 
understated juniper flavour and crisp taste profile. 
With a history dating back to 1845, Boodles has 
long been enjoyed in classic gin drinks such as 

a Martini or a Boodles and Tonic.
Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon Peel (SP)

The Botanist Gin 46%
Islay, Scotland 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Floral

The botanist Gin is the only super premium 
artisanal dry gin distilled on the Hebridean island 

of Islay. Having a core of the nine classic gin 
botanicals, The Botanist is then uniquely augmented 

by 22 hand foraged island botanicals, simmer 
distilled, under very low pressure by master distiller 

Jim McEwan for a rare explosion of flavour.
Perfect Garnish: 
Rosemary (SP)

Brokers London Dry Gin 40%
Birmingham, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Made with the finest herbs, spices and fruit 
imported from three continents, Broker’s Gin 

is specially blended to be dry.
Perfect Garnish: 

Rhubarb (P)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Bombay Bramble 37.5%
London, UK 

Flavour Profile: Blackberry & Raspberry 

A fruity gin from Bombay Sapphire, inspired by 
the Bramble cocktail. This gin is infused with fresh 
brambles and raspberries, adding lively fruity notes 

alongside earthy juniper.
Perfect Garnish:
Lemon Slice (SP)

Bombay Citron Presse 37.5%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry - Flavour Profile: Citron 

London Dry Gin is infused with natural 
Mediterranean lemons resulting in a deliciously 
zingy sipper, ideal for all manner of refreshing, 

citrusy creations.
Perfect Garnish:

Lemon wedge & a cherry (SP)

Bombay Sapphire Premier Cru
London, UK 

Style: London Dry

Bombay Sapphire Premier Cru Murcian Lemon 
is a small-batch gin, handcrafted to celebrate 

nature’s finest flavours of Murcia’s most exquisite 
citrus. Sustainably-sourced Murcian Fino 

lemons, mandarins and sweet Navel oranges of 
exceptional quality are hand-picked and hand-
peeled from the late harvest, when their aromas 

and flavours are most intense.
Perfect Garnish:  

Lemon (SP)

Broken Heart Gin 40%
South Island, New Zealand 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

A sad story of 2 German friends who started making 
their own gin, when one of them fell ill and died. 

This gin symbolises “the moments of in between”, 
beautifully balanced juniper, spice and citrus

Perfect Garnish: 
Orange & Rosemary (SDP)

Brockman’s Premium Gin 40%
Birmingham, UK 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Brockmans unique infusion of exquisite botanicals 
creates an intensely smooth gin with a distinctive 

original taste. The Bulgarian Coriander plays its part 
with an aromatic, almost gingery orange flavour, 
which marries beautifully with the softer, more 

rounded harmonies of blueberries and blackberries. 
This combination, together with the dry bitter/ sweet 
peel of Murician oranges prolong the deeper tones.

Perfect Garnish: 
Pink Grapefruit & Blueberries (SP)

Bulldog London Dry Gin 40%
Warrington, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Bulldog London Dry Gin is a multi 
award winning, super-premium gin handcrafted 
at an English distillery that has been making the 

highest quality gin for over 250 years. The exotic 
botanicals and high quality ingredients combined 

with the quadruple distillation process allow 
our product to defy convention with a 

balanced flavour and crisp finish.
Perfect Garnish:  

Orange (P)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Burleighs Signature 40%
Leicestershire, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Distilled with 11 carefully selected 
botanicals including silver birch, dandelion, 

burdock and elderberries creating an incredibly 
smooth and balanced result.

Perfect Garnish: 
Orange or Grapefruit (SP)

Burleighs Pink Edition 40%
Leicestershire, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Inspired by the master distillers trip to 
Japan, an addition of cherry blossom, pink 

grapefruit, hibiscus and rose flowers are added 
to the botanical mix. Soft, smooth and 

very easy drinking.
Perfect Garnish: 

Pink Grapefruit (SDP)

Caorunn Gin 41.8%
Speyside, Scotland 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Made from only 5 hand-foraged Celtic 
botanicals including rowanberry, coul blush apple, 

heather and bog myrtle that are then infused 
in a copper berry chamber. Authentic 

and different
Perfect Garnish: 
Red Apple (SP)

Chapel down Bacchus Gin 41.2%
UK 

Style: Dry Gin - Flavour Profile: Juniper

Those folks over at English winery Chapel Down seem 
to love exploring things which are not wine as much 

as things that are very much wine. Y’see, they’ve only 
gone and made their own bloomin’ gin! They make 

the base spirit for this tipple using the skins of bacchus 
grapes from their own vineyards, and combine it with 

juniper, orange peel, lemon, lavender, elderflower, 
orris, angelica

 Perfect Garnish:  
Orange (SP)

Collagin Gin 40%
England 

Style: Citrus 

Drying, with touches of zesty citrus 
and creamy vanilla. Hints of pine-y, peppery juniper 

develop later on.
Perfect Garnish: 
Raspberries (SP)

Copperhead 40%
Belgium 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Comprised of 5 botanicals - juniper, 
coriander, cardamom, orange peel and angelica.  

The balance is absolutely perfect. The nose shows 
a lot of coriander and the juniper is clear with a touch 
of  cardamom to finish. The palate has cardamom at 

the front with some sweet orange peel coming  
through to help give this gin its distinctive length.

Perfect Garnish: 
Orange Peel (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Chase GB Extra Dry Gin 40%
Herefordshire, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Juniper buds and berries are used to ensure
the gin is as dry as possible, also infused with wild 

botanicals including cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, 
almond, coriander, cardamom, cloves, liquorice and 
lemon to give the spirit a distinct and robust flavour.

Perfect Garnish: 
Ginger Slice (SP)

Chase Pink Grapefruit Gin 40%
Herefordshire, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Grapefruit is wonderful. Pomelo is also wonderful. 
The distillers behind Chase have astutely figured 
out that combining these two ingredients within 
a gin would make a supremely delicious summer 

tipple - and then just went and did it! As you might 
expect, this will make for some brilliant G&Ts..

Perfect Garnish: 
Grapefruit Peel (SP)

Chase Seville Marmalade Gin 40%
Herefordshire, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Chase are based in Herefordshire and produce a 
variety of gins and vodkas using a spirit distilled 
from apples. Unsurprisingly this bottle of gin has  

a fairly hefty whack of zesty Seville Oranges 
thanks to a re-distillation through the zest of  

these citrus fruits.
Perfect Garnish: 

Slice of Orange (SP)

 Chase Rhubarb & Brambley Apple  
Gin 40%

Herefordshire, UK 
Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Citrus

An excellent expression from the folks at Chase, 
taking great whacks of inspiration from autumnal 

flavours. You’ve got your rhubarb. You’ve got your 
Bramley apple. You’ve got tasty gin earthy notes 
to balance them all out. Basically this couldn’t 

taste more like autumn unless you served it from a 
woolly hat filled with roast potatoes (not advisable). 

Wonderful stuff.
Perfect Garnish: 

Apple (SP)

Chase Elderflower Gin 40%
Herefordshire, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Floral

A delightfully floral tipple from the Chase folks over 
in Herefordshire, it’s Hedgerow Elderflower Gin! 
The gin is copper pot distilled with the addition of 

elderflowers picked from Herefordshire hedgerows. 
Pair with soda and a slice of lemon, and you’re in for 

a summery treat.
Perfect Garnish:

Thin slice of lemon (SP)

Crazy Gin 41%
UK 

Style: Fruity & Spicy

Refreshing and fruit-forward, with a zesty kick of 
red berry sweetness. Cumin spiciness develops, 

bolstered by warming juniper and coriander.  
The sweetness and spice are juxtaposed,  

but go together brilliantly.
Perfect Garnish:  

Lemon & Peppercorn  (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Copper in the Clouds 
Mango & Black Pepper Gin 43%

London, UK 
Flavour Profile: Fruity, Sweet & Spicy 

It turns out that fruit and spice go extremely well 
together. So, though at first Mango & Black Pepper 

Gin may sound slightly off-the-wall, you can be sure 
that it’s delicious! From the creative minds at Copper 

in the Clouds, the gin is made by macerating fresh 
mango in the spirit for three days, followed by  
a 24 hour maceration with four different types  

of black peppercorn. 
Perfect Garnish: Black Peppercorn (SP)

Cotswolds Gin 46%
Cotswolds, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Fresh citrus notes of Grapefruit and Lime 
up front, with earthy Coriander, and sweet floral 
Juniper. Soft notes of pine, spicy cracked Black 
Pepper, perfumed Cotswolds Lavender and light 

mineral notes from the Bay Leaf. A long satisfying 
and complex finish which is clean and balanced.

Perfect Garnish: Grapefruit (SP)

Cotswolds No.1 Wildflower Gin 41.7%
Cotwolds UK 

Flavour profile fruity,floral & spicy

The Cotswolds Distillery has taken inspiration from 
its beautiful surroundings, specifically the picturesque 

grasslands that stretch across the Cotswolds, and poured 
that inspiration into making its No.1 Wildflower Gin! 
This expression starts with a base of London dry gin, 
which is then blended with essences of cornflower, 

lavender, orange and rhubarb, along with a splash of 
sugar syrup and water. The result is fruity, floral, subtly 
spicy and immensely fragrant - basically exactly what 

you want for using in a summer spritz!
Garnish Orange Wheel (SP)

Daffy’s Gin 43.4%
Edinburgh, Scotland 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

NOSE- Fresh citrus, spice, toffee and full of life. 
Oriental pine forest by the sea. PALATE- Smooth 
and vibrant spice with oaky mouthfeel, leading to 
a lively citrus and Lebanese mint then to red fruit 
followed by juniper. FINISH- From the depth of 
fine juniper and Lebanese mint to a long, buttery, 
warm and elegant finish– enchanting to the end.

Perfect Garnish: Mint & Lime (SP)

Death’s Door Gin 47%
Wisconsin, USA 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Death’s Door Gin has a surprisingly simple 
botanical mix of juniper berries, coriander and 
fennel. Using juniper berries that grow wild on 
Washington Island with coriander and fennel 
sourced from within the state, Death’s Door 

Spirits is able to showcase how complementary 
and complex simple expressions can be.

Perfect Garnish: Mint (SP)

Dr. Squid Gin 40%
England 

Flavour profile: Citrus

Dr. Squid Gin comes to us from the Pocketful of 
Stones Distillery in Penzance, which was made using a 
recipe that features real, no-foolin’ squid ink! We squid 

you not! A rather savoury expression, with a coastal 
feeling to it, along with a few touches of citrus and 
spice. If that wasn’t cool enough, it also turns bright 

pink when you mix it with tonic! It comes in a copper 
flask, engraved with all sorts of flora and fauna. It also 
looks like the eponymous Dr. Squid is on the label...

Garnish Lime wheel (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Didsbury Raspberry & Elderflower  40%
England 

Style: Flavoured  – Flavour Profile: Citrus & berry

The Original Didsbury gin is complimented by a 
maceration of fresh British Raspberries and a subtle 

elderflower press to promote a sweeter palette.  
A refreshing gin that strikes the perfect balance 
between fresh citrus and sweet berry flavours.

Perfect Garnish: 
Fresh raspberries (P)

Didsbury Strawberry & Silician Lemon 
40%

England 
Style: Flavoured  – Flavour Profile: Tangy Citrus

The perfect mix of sweet and citrus that matches 
our original eleven botanicals to a blend of Sicilian 
Lemons and fresh British strawberries. An initial 

zesty burst of lemon is tempered by calming 
strawberry flavours. Citrus runs alongside a subtle 

sweet strawberry aroma, giving a refreshing bouquet 
reminiscent of social summer afternoons.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon slice & strawberries (P)

Elephant Gin 45%
Hamburg, Germany 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

Produced using the traditional method of one shot 
distillation. The gin’s distinct nose first yields a subtle 

juniper aroma, with an undertone of mountain pine 
and other herbaceous notes. The taste is complex but 

strikingly smooth, encompassing floral, fruity and 
spicy flavours, which can be enjoyed both straight 

and in a cocktail.
Perfect Garnish: 
Apple Slice (SP)

Eden Mill Love Gin 42%
St Andrews, Scotland 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Eden Mill have embraced distilling and are 
clearly having great fun. This Love Gin is made 
with juniper, coriander seed and angelica as well 
as rhubarb root, rose petal, goji berry, elderberry, 
marshmallow root and raspberry leaf! It’s then 
infused with hibiscus flowers post distillation.

Perfect Garnish: 
Strawberries & Black Pepper (SP) 

Eden Mill Hop Gin 46%
St Andrews, Scotland 

Style: New Western – Flavour profile: Herbaceous

Inspiration was taken from the brewing 
origins of the distiller using experimental 

‘Australian Galaxy’ hops in this gin. It brings 
a new dimension of aromatic notes and an 

all-round great result!
Perfect Garnish: 

Orange Slice & Hops (SP) 

Eden Mill Passion Fruit & Coconut  
Gin 40%

St Andrews Scotland 
Flavour profile fruity

Eden Mill turned to a duo of tropical flavours for 
this vibrant gin! Tangy passion fruit and toasty 

coconut are the stars here, bolstered by apricot and 
juniper. The folks at the distillery reckon it’ll make 

a great gin-based twist on a Piña Colada...
Garnish: Pineapple (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Edinburgh Gin Rhubarb &  
Ginger Gin 40%
Edinburgh, Scotland 
Style: London Dry -  

Flavour Profile: Sitrus & spice

Did you happen to rather enjoy Edinburgh Gin’s 
Rhubarb & Ginger Gin liqueur? If so, then we have 
a sneaking suspicion that you might also enjoy its 
Rhubarb & Ginger Gin! All your favourite fruity 
and spicy flavours bottled at 40% ABV, complete 

with a subtle rosy pink hue..
Perfect Garnish 

Lemon twist ( (SP)

Edinburgh Gin 43%
Edinburgh, Scotland 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Produced in small batches, and packed 
full of the finest junipers, Edinburgh Gin delivers 

superior distilling expertise, with a 
refreshingly Scottish twist.

Perfect Garnish: 
Orange (P)

Edinburgh Seaside 43%
Edinburgh, Scotland 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

This superb summer tipple has some 
intriguing coastal botanicals, like seaweed, ground 
ivy, gorse flowers and scurvy grass (packed with 

vitamin C!) Sweet with a subtle salinity 
and a touch of minerals.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon Peel (SP) 

 Fallen Angel Blood Orange Gin 40.6%
UK 

Flavour Profile: Juicy Orange & Cinnamon

A particularly vibrant gin from Fallen Angel, 
presented in quite a startling (though thoroughly 

excellent) ceramic head-shaped bottle. The 
gin itself features a selection of classic gin 

botanicals alongside a hearty helping of blood 
orange, imparting big citrus notes throughout.

Perfect Garnish: 
slice of orange (SDP) 

Feckin Irish Gin 40%
Ireland 

Style: London Dry - Flavour Profile: Citrus

A herbaceous opening leads to sherbet 
lemons, savoury juniper and a soft bitterness 

from coriander against a slightly 
buttery delivery.

Perfect Garnish 
Lemon & sherbet   (SP)

Fines Master London Dry Gin 40%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

A gin created by professional rugby players Pat 
Cilliers and Mike Rhodes, along with distiller Sion 

Edwards. Dig in to a a bundle of classic gin botanical 
notes (juniper, coriander, orris, cassia, chamomile, 
liquorice and angelica) alongside a hearty helping 
of citrus deliciousness (namely orange, lime and 

grapefruit). The bottle even comes in a wrap 
reminiscent of a rugby jersey!

Perfect Garnish:  
Lemon & Lime (P)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Fishers Gin 44%
Suffolk, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

An aromatic gin distilled by the guys at 
Adnams Southwold distillery. English coastal 
botanicals used include spignal, rock samphire 

and bog myrtle giving it a slightly savoury 
but balanced taste.
Perfect Garnish: 

Pink Grapefruit or Lemon (SDP)

Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Gin 37.8%
Australia 

Style: Dry Gin – Flavour Profile: Shiraz

This intriguing treat is the delicious result of 
mixing Four Pillars Rare Dry Gin with Yarra 

Valley Shiraz grapes. What the Australian 
distillers did was steep the grapes in the gin for 

eight weeks, then pressed the grapes and blended 
it with yet more of their gin!

 (SDP)

Four Pillars Chardonnay Gin 43.8%
Australia 

Style: Dry Gin – Flavour Profile: Chardonnay

A cask-aged gin from Australia’s Four Pillars, 
which has been matured in a solera system made 

of barrels originally used to age Yarra Valley 
Chardonnay! The gin, which is made to the same 

recipe as the Rare Dry Gin, boasts a well-balanced 
flavour profile of fruit, spice and floral elegance.

Perfect Garnish:  
drop of honey & sprig rosemary (SDP) 

Friday Chic Gin 40%
Bairrada, Portugal 

Style: New Western - Flavour Profile: Floral

Made in the wine region with the same 
name using a base of Baga grape spirit, this 

gin is then infused with mango, passion fruit and 
papaya before distilling with 4 basic 

botanicals. Delicious! 
Perfect Garnish: 
Grapefruit (SP)

Ginabelle Gin 40%
Spain 

Style:  Spanish Gin –  
Flavour Profile: Peppery Juniper

A vibrant gin from Spain, Ginabelle Gin makes use 
of a number of interesting botanicals, including 

mirabelle plums, albariño wine and gorse flowers, 
as well as more traditional botanicals like juniper, 
liquorice, lemon peel and coriander. The result is 
particularly bright and summery, perfect for long, 

cool drinks on a warm evening
Perfect Garnish:  

Grapes (SDP)

Gin Mare 42.7%
Barcelona, Spain 

Style: New Western –  
Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

Inspired by botanicals grown in the Mediterranean 
that are individually distilled and hand blended to 
produce a unique gin with a distinctive character. 
The word ‘mare’ (pronounced mar-ray) is deeply 

rooted in the Mediterranean culture.
Perfect Garnish: 

Rosemary or Thyme (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Ginger Ninja 42%
Yorkshire, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Spice

Made by the Folks at the Likerish Tooth, with 
their Sheep’s Eye gin as the base the gin is then 

infused with ginger to bring out a strong warming 
spice. Delicious with ginger ale!

Perfect Garnish: 
Ginger (P)

Gin Sul 43%
Germany 

Style:  Dry Gin – Flavour Profile: Lemon

German gin made in Hamburg that spends it’s days 
dreaming of the Algarve, where the lemons used 

in its production are grown. Mediterranean florals 
are also used in this ‘nostalgic’ (a loose translation 
of the Portuguese “Saudade”) gin, presented in a 

rather handsome opaque bottle.
Perfect Garnish:   

Lemon & Rosmary (SP)

Gin Ting 42.5%
England 

Style:  Dry Gin – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Gin Ting features a full-bodied flavour profile of 
refreshing fruit alongside the traditional juniper-y 
deliciousness you have come to expect from a gin. 
Based around a recipe of juniper, cassia, coriander, 
orange and lemon, Gin Ting features an infusion of 

passion fruit, mango and elderflower.
(P)

Gold 999.9 40%
Alsace, France 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Juniper

This gin is made in homage to a gin 
created in the 20th century said to have been 

made in a pot still made of gold! With an array 
of botanicals including sweet vanilla 

and violet. Bling!
Perfect Garnish: 

Orange Garnish (SDP)

Gunpowder 43%

Co. Leitrim, Ireland 
Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Spice

Slow distilled in a medieval copper pot using oriental 
botanicals and gunpowder tea. 4 of the botanicals are 

vapour infused while 8 are infused 
in the pot. Voted best gin in Ireland 2016.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon (SP)

GWYR Rhosili Dragon Strength Gin 60%

Wales 
Flavour profile Spicy & smokey 

Welsh gin from The Gower Gin Company, this one is 
a bit of a beast! Bottled at a hefty 60% ABV, they’ve 
bumped up the pepper with the inclusion of grains of 
paradise and cubeb and used Lapsang Souchong tea, 
for a whiff of smoke. Serve over ice with a splash of 

tonic, or mix up a scorching Negroni with this!.
Perfect Garnish: 

Mint (SDP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Half Hitch Gin 40%
London, UK 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Citrus

An exquisitely exotic-tasting yet quintessentially 
British gin. Key botanicals of bergamot, black 

tea, pepper, hay and English wood. An uplifting, 
aromatic nose with hits of light citrus, followed by
a spicy underpinning of fresh cracked pepper and 
cool juniper. Finished with smooth, rich black tea 

and touches of woody spice.
Perfect Garnish: 

Orange (SP)

Haymans Old Tom Gin 40%
East Anglia, UK 

Style: Old Tom – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Hayman’s Old Tom Gin, distilled to a family recipe 
from the 1870s, is an authentic mark of English 

heritage. A botanically intensive and flavourful gin, 
with a hint of sweetness, Old Tom Gin delivers a 

more rounded and softer profile than dry gins. This 
quintessentially English gin was the gin of choice 

during 19th century Victorian England.
Perfect Garnish: 
Lime Wedge (P)

Hendricks Gin 41.4%
Girvan Scotland 

Style: New Western –  
Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

Divinely smooth with character and a balance of 
subtle flavours, whose infusions of cucumber and 

rose petals create a wonderfully refreshing gin with 
a delightfully floral aroma. Made in Ayrshire, with 
11 botanicals and 2 infusions, using two antique 

stills, in minuscule batches of only  
450 Litres.

Perfect Garnish: 
Cucumber (SP)

Hendricks Neptunia 43.4%
Scotland  

Flavour profile Citrus finish

Dive into the magic of the sea, with Hendrick’s 
NEPTUNIA. An extraordinary new gin from our 
Cabinet of Curiosities. Hendrick’s NEPTUNIA is 

unmistakably Hendrick’s with an invigorating blend 
of locally sourced coastal botanicals, a smooth citrus 
finish and an outlandish hint of the distant sea breeze.

Garnish 3 slices of cucumber (SP)

Hoxton Gin 40%
London, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Created in the same way as a London Dry but then 
infused with fresh grapefruit and coconut by Jerry 
Calabrese of the Hoxton Pony. Bending the rules it 

goes well with ginger ale or cranberry too.
Perfect Garnish: 

Lemon Wedge (SP)

Jaffa Cake Gin 42%
UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile:  

Marmalade & chocolate

Jaffa cakes! Perhaps not surprising, but the 
resemblance is uncanny. Nice balance and great 

poise. The flavour never oversteps the mark - this is 
still resolutely ‘a gin’. Delicately sweet - not sickly 

or in any way liqueur-like.
Perfect Garnish:

Jaffa Cake or Citrus wheel (P)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Jawbox Single Estate 
Classic Dry Gin 43%

Northern Ireland 
Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Named in honour of the iconic Belfast 
sink the ‘JAWBOX’. Ireland’s first and only single 

estate gin, produced entirely at the Echlinville 
Distillery in traditional copper pot still. Perfect 
serve with Fever Tree ginger ale and a squeeze 
of Lime ‘The original Belfast serve’ Nose’ Big, 

bold juniper and pine notes balanced with coriander 
and citrus. 

Perfect Garnish: Wedge of Lime  
& Orange Peel (SP)

Jawbox Pineapple & Ginger Liquor 20%
Northern Ireland 

Style: Liquor – Flavour Profile: Pineapple

Jawbox has infused its very own gin (created using 
eleven carefully selected botanicals) with pineapple 

and ginger to make a small-batch gin liqueur! 
A juicy and refreshing gin, sticky sugar glazed 

pineapple is the most prominent note, but aromatic 
ginger and bright juniper

Perfect Garnish: Pineapple (SP)

Jinzu Gin 41.3%
London, UK 

Style: New Western – Flavour profile: Citrus

A smooth distilled gin with a heart of sake, Jinzu 
borrows both it’s delicate flavours and philosophy 
from Japan. Jinzu was created by bartender Dee 

Davies, following a winning entry in ‘Show your 
Spirit’ where bartenders were invited to create 
their own liquid and brand. Jinzu is inspired by 

Dee’s journey to Japan and a lifelong passion for 
experimenting with flavour.

Perfect Garnish:  Green Apple (SP)

King of Soho London Dry Gin 42%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

A traditional recipe with a citrus approach, 
it has added grapefruit to complement the tones 
of lemon, lime and grapefruit botanicals used in 
this Gin. Distilled in the heart of London using 

traditional methods, The King of Soho is a London 
Dry Gin crafted with 12 botanicals to a unique 

flavour profile.
Perfect Garnish: Grapefruit (SP)

Lind & Lime 44%
Scotland 

Flavour Profile: Citrus

The first tipple to come from Edinburgh’s Port of 
Leith Distillery has arrived in the shape of Lind & 
Lime Gin! The name is inspired by Dr. James Lind 

of Edinburgh, who conducted one of the first clinical 
trials aboard the HMS Salisbury. In these trials, he 
noted that the scurvy patients eating citrus fruits 
were showing good signs. Hence the addition of 

lime within this gin. To balance the powerful citrus 
freshness, the distillers also used pink peppercorn 

alongside five other botanicals (including juniper) to 
create the recipe.

Perfect Garnish: Wedge of Lime (SP)

LinGin Colours - Lime -  
Linlithgow Distillery 40%

Scotland 
Style: Flavoured Gin - Flavour Profile: Zesty Lime

Another vibrant addition to the LinGin range, putting 
lime in the spotlight (or the limelight...)! It takes 

eight of the original 12 botanicals used in the flagship 
gin (including meadowsweet and orange peel), and 
after distillation it’s then blended with lime essence. 

Superbly zesty stuff – perhaps this could be used to up 
those citrus flavours in a Gimlet!

Perfect Garnish: Lime Wheel (P)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Marylebone London Dry 50.2%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Floral

Marylebone London Dry Gin is made in 
London by the Pleasure Gardens Distilling Co.

using a combination of botanicals including juniper, 
lime flower, lemon balm, clove, liquorice,

chamomile and grapefruit.
Perfect Garnish: 

Blackberries (SDP)

Marylebone Orange & Geranium Gin 46.2%
London, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Orange & Deranium

The work of London’s Pleasure Gardens Distilling 
Co., it’s Marylebone Orange & Geranium Gin! 

The vibrant small batch tipple showcases the two 
eponymous botanicals alongside six others, and 

the floral, fruity spirit is bottled up at 46.2% ABV. 
Garnish with a slice of fresh orange and a twist of 

lime peel to really enhance those citrus notes.
Perfect Garnish:

Orange (SP)

Masons Lavender Edition 42%
North Yorkshire, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Floral

Distilled in very small batches of 200 litres 
in a still called ‘Steve’! Lavender is used as one 

of the main botanicals alongside fennel and juniper. 
Wonderful.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon Zest & Lavender Flower

Masons Peppered Pear 40%
 North Yorkshire, UK 

Style: Fruity

Distilled in a small copper still names Steve !! Award 
winning drink with a personability made with British 
pears & careful selection of pink peppercorn seeds.

Perfect Garnish: Lemon (SP)

Monkey 47 Schwarzald Dry Gin 47%
Black Forest, Germany 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

Distinct scents of citrus and lavender notes 
accompany the botanical sweet aroma (without any 
added sugars), creating a unique opening to the gin. 

A distinct and pure scent of juniper, a tangy and crisp 
citrus note, a sweet, floral aroma, a hint of peppery 

spices, subtle bitter fruit (cranberries), and a deep and 
harmoniously balanced complexity.

Perfect Garnish: 
Grapefruit Peel (SP)

Monkey 47 Sloe Gin 29%
Germany 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

The superbly packaged Monkey 47 Sloe gin is a 
peppery, tangy, complex spirit made by macerating 

Black Forest sloes in spirit for three months.
Perfect Garnish:Grapefruit Peel (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Mermaid Pink 38%
London, UK 

Flavour Profile: Strawberry, Citrus & Samphire

The Isle of Wight Distillery has created a vibrant 
variation of it’s excellent Mermaid Gin, boasting 
a delightfully sweet flavour profile and rosy hue 

thanks to an infusion of Island strawberries! 
These tasty little rascals make for an intriguing 
juxtaposition with the botanicals already in the 

mix, including the subtly savoury rock samphire, 
the herbaceous Boadicea hops and the zesty 

Sicilian lemon. 
Perfect Garnish: Strawberries SP)

Mom God Save The Gin 39.5%

London, UK 
Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Made by Gonzalez Byass in the UK, who are 
a famous wine and sherry producer. This gin is 4 

times distilled before being infused with red 
berries to exude a fashion and sophistication.

Perfect Garnish: Strawberry or Cherry (SP)

Muff Liquor Gin 42%
Ireland 

Style: Zesty with Spice

Zesty citrus, a hint of elderflower and a little 
kick of spice lead in this juniper-forward gin, 

before bittersweet mandarin emerges.
Perfect Garnish: Orange & Rosemary  (SP)

Nelson Rhubarb & Custard 41%
England 

Style: Flavoured - Flavour Profile: Fruit

Sharp, sweet rhubarb stands out, with the mellow 
vanilla balancing out the tart fruit notes. Citrus peels 

and Christmas-y spice in the background.
Perfect Garnish 

Neat (SP)

Nginious Smoked & Salted 42%

Zurich, Switzerland  
Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Spice

Cold smoked chestnuts bring a different 
dimension as one of the botanicals in this  

unusual gin alongside black pepper, ginger  
and quince. Where there’s smoke there’s fire! 

Perfect Garnish: 
Rosemary (SDP)

No. 3 Gin 46%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

No.3 is the London Dry Gin distilled to a 
proprietary recipe of Berry Bros & Rudd, London’s 
oldest wine and spirit merchant. With Juniper at its 
heart, No.3 embodies the traditional character of a 
London Dry Gin. Distilled in traditional copper pot 

stills for Berry’s by a family-owned company 
who have been distilling in Schiedam, 

Holland for over 300 years.
Perfect Garnish: 

Grapefruit Wedge (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

O’ndina Gin 45%
Italian 

Style: Citrus

“The Spirit of the Italian Riviera” 
Enjoyably savoury, with notes of thyme, fresh 
basil leaf and black pepper. Oily juniper and 

lemon verbena develop underneath.
Perfect Garnish: 

Lemon & Lime  (SP)

Opihr European Gin 43%
England 

Style: London Dry -  
Flavour Profile: Coriander, Orange & Black tea

One of three Regional Edition expressions from 
the Opihr Gin range, which were inspired by the 
merchants who would travel ancient trade routes 
selling various spices. This one is the European 
Edition, and it brings the addition of Cascarilla 

bark to the Opihr recipe, further building out the 
fragrant and herbaceous flavour profile.
Perfect Garnish: Orange Peel (P)

Opihr Gin 40%
Warrington, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Spice

Opihr Gin is created using cubebs from Indonesia, 
black pepper from India and coriander from 

Morocco. Botanicals are hand picked to create  
a unique spiced gin and married with fine English 

spirit to produce an exotic oriental spiced gin.
Perfect Garnish: 

Orange (P)

Ophir Arabian Edition 43%
Warrington, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Zesty,  
Spicy & Fragrant

Opihr Gin Arabian Edition comes from a series of 
expressions inspired by ancient trade routes, where 

spices were sold by merchants across the globe. This 
expression pairs the Opihr recipe with a combination 

of Persian black lemons and Timut pepper. Zesty, 
spicy, fragrant and generally tasty stuff.

Perfect Garnish:
Lemon & Lime (P)

Persian Marshmallow Gin 40%
England 

Style: Marshmallow

Handcrafted in small batches with Juniper & 
Marshmallow root featuring as key botanicals. 

Bright and clean with flickers of spice and  
plenty of creamy sweetness.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon (SP) 

Plymouth Gin 41.2%
Plymouth, UK 

Style: Plymouth – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Distilled since 1793, Plymouth is one of the oldest 
gins still going and one of few that have geographical 

protection. None of the 7 botanical dominates the 
overall flavour. Perfect.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lime (P)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Roku Gin 43%
Japan 

Style: Earthy, fruity , Peppery

Crafted by Japanese artisans combining traditional 
& 6 uniquely Japanese botanicals …. Sakura flower, 

Yozu peel, Sencha tea, Sansho pepper, Sukura Leaf & 
Gyokuro tea.

Perfect Garnish: 
Strips of peeled ginger

Salcombe Start Point Gin 44%
England 

Style: London Dry - Flavour Profile: Citrus

Salcombe Gin is produced in a 450 litre Arnold 
Holstein still charmingly named Provident, and 

made with thirteen botanicals including Macedonian 
juniper, fresh lemon, lime and red grapefruit peels, 
cardamom, liquorice, cinnamon bark, chamomile, 

coriander seeds and cubeb berries.
Perfect Garnish:   

Slice of Red grapefruit (SP)

Salcombe Rose St Marie 41.4%
England 

Style: Floral – Flavour Profile: Sweet Berry  
& Citrus

Rosé Sainte Marie is a superb gin handcrafted in 
Salcombe, inspired by the aromas, flavours and 
lifestyle of the South of France. Hence why it’s 
named after the Sainte Marie Lighthouse which 
marks the Southern entrance to the Old Port of 

Marseille, from where the Salcombe Fruit Schooners 
would load citrus fruits and herbs bound for the UK. 
Though it’s pink, this gin has no added sugar, taking 

more inspiration from dry rosé Provence wine. 
Perfect Garnish: 

Slice of Strawberry & Lemon Peel (SP)

 
Poppies 40%
Zele, Belgium 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

Made in honour of the soldiers who 
died in the First World War, Poppies gin is quite 
secretive. Botanicals include juniper, liquorice 

and lots of herbs. 
Perfect Garnish:Apple (P)

Portobello Road Gin 42%
London UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Portobello Road No. 171 London Dry Gin was 
released by the award-wining Notting Hill bar, 
Portobello Star, home of the Ginsitute. On the 

palate there is a generous slug of juniper with a 
sustained, fresh citrus character from their use of 
lemon, bitter orange and coriander. This develops 
into a sweet peppery finish which is achieved by 

the use of liquorice and nutmeg.
Perfect Garnish: Pink Grapefruit twist (P)

Rock Rose Handcrafted 
Scottish Gin 41.5%
Dunnett Bay, Scotland 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Floral

Rock Rose Gin is made at the Dunnet Bay 
Distillery all the way up in Caithness, Scotland. 

This very northerly gin features an alluring 
botanical selection including locally harvested 

Rhodiola Rosea, Rowan Berries, Sea Buckthorn, 
Blueberries, Verbena, Coriander Seed, Cardamom 
and Juniper. They usea traditional copper pot still.

Perfect Garnish: 
Curl of Orange or Rosemary (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Sharish Magic Gin 40%
Alentejo, Portugal 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Floral

Not to be outdone by its colour-changing 
properties, the gin itself is exceptionally smooth 
with a unique fruity aroma and citrus taste. Made 

in Portugal, the botanicals include Juniper, 
Cinnamon, Coriander Seeds, Clove, Vanilla, and, 

rather originally, totally fresh Orange Peel, Lemon 
Peel, Bravo Esmolfe Apple and Lemon verbena. 
Sample the magic with this 5cl miniature bottle.

Perfect Garnish: 
Orange & Blueberries (SP)

Sipsmith Strawberry Smash Gin 40%
London, UK 

Style: Flavoured Gin – Flavour Profile: Strawberries 

Inspired by our partnership with Wimbledon, the 
second of our Sipping Series of limited-edition gins is 
Strawberry Smash. Distilled with the 2020 strawberry 

harvest from Hugh Lowe Farms in Kent, exclusive 
grower for Wimbledon. Crafted with the addition of a 

hint of English mint for perfectly balanced flavour.
Perfect Garnish: 

Strawberries & Lemon twist  (SP)

Sipsmith London Dry Gin 41.6%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Juniper

Hand crafted in small batches of no more than 
300 bottles at a time creating unrivalled smoothness. 

Gentle mouth feel with confident notes of juniper. 
Followed by a long citrus burst that rounds off with 

a soft note of spices and a hint of sweetness.
Perfect Garnish: 
Lime Wedge (SP)

Sipsmith Lemon Drizzle Gin 40.4%
London, UK 
Style: Lemon

Fresh, tart and warming, the lemon is powerful,  
but is tempered well by savoury juniper, a pang of 
liquorice and a floral perfume quality that lifts it.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon (SP)

Sipsmith Sloe Gin 29%
London, UK 

Style: Liqueur – Flavour Profile: Fruit

Sipsmith Vintage Sloe Gin, see’s Dartmoor 
sloes rested upon their classic London Dry Gin for 
a 3 month maceration period. With considerably 

less sugar, the result is bright & fruit driven 
with notes of plum & raisin alongside.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lime Wedge & Juniper Berries (P)

Sipsmith Chilli & Lime Gin 41.9%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Spicy & sweet

The Sipsmith folks have taken inspiration from Día 
de Muertos for its very own Chilli & Lime Gin! The 

team macerates a combination of seven chillies as well 
as lime peel to impart its eponymous flavours (lime 
is vapour infused into the spirit during distillation). 
The result is a gin that crackles with earthy, vegetal 

spice and bright juniper, and has a bright hint of 
citrus cutting through the warmth. Perfect if you’ve 

ever thought about making a gin-based variation of a 
Margarita.

Perfect Garnish: 
Garnish Lime (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Sir Robin Of Locksley 40.5%
Sheffield, UK 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Named after Robin Hood this gin is in-between 
a London Dry and an Old Tom with pink grapefruit 
adding sweetness as one of the botanicals alongside 

elderflower and dandelion.
Perfect Garnish: 

Pink Grapefruit (SP)

Silent Pool Gin 43%
Surrey, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Floral

The inspiration for Silent Pool Gin is taken from 
the Silent Pools themselves which are ancient pools 
located in the Surrey Hills next to the distillery. It 

was this clarity and depth that Distiller Cory Mason 
set out to represent in a gin. Silent Pool has 24 

botanicals with inspiration of the area.
Perfect Garnish: 
Orange Peel (SP)

Slingsby London Dry Gin 40%
England  

Style: London Dry - Flavour Profile: Gooseberry

Slingsby Gooseberry gin is crafted using water from 
the famed Harrogate aquifer, pure single grain spirit 

and locally sourced botanicals such as Yorkshire 
gooseberries, all with a base of Slingsby London Dry 

gin. If you can get your mitts on some gooseberries, of 
course you should use them to garnish this tangy gin

Perfect Garnish:  
Grapefruit (SP)

Slingsby Gooseberry gin 40%
England  

Style: London Dry - Flavour Profile: Gooseberry

Slingsby Gooseberry gin is crafted using water from 
the famed Harrogate aquifer, pure single grain spirit 

and locally sourced botanicals such as Yorkshire 
gooseberries, all with a base of Slingsby London Dry 

gin. If you can get your mitts on some gooseberries, of 
course you should use them to garnish this tangy gin

Perfect Garnish:  
White grapes (SP)

Slingsby Rhubarb
London, UK 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: 

A limited edition rhubarb flavoured gin from 
Yorkshire made with locally sourced botanicals and 
Harrogate aquifer water. Great with tonic and a slice 

of pink grapefruit.
Perfect Garnish: 
Raspberry (SP)

Stanley Rose & Peach Gin 37.5%
London, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Sweet & Juicy

A flavoured gin from Barcelona Spirits in Spain, 
Stanley’s added rose, peach and raspberry to its gin 

to create an ideal refreshing summer spirit. The bottle 
has a dog wearing a top hat, scarf and thick-rimmed 

glasses combo, which is very pleasing indeed.
Perfect Garnish:
Raspberries (P)
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Steam Punk 40%
Gateshead, UK 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Herbaceous

The Resurrection of a recipe created in 
1892 by Sir Raleigh Holmes-Dunston. It was 
all the rage in the local gin palaces of that era!

Juniper, cardamom and citrus melting 
together in perfect harmony! 

Perfect Garnish: 
Cucumber (SP)

Stone Gaze Rhubarb & Raspberry  
Gin 38%

England 
Flavour profile Tangy & Fruity

This zingy gin from Stone Gaze is infused with 
sweet, juicy raspberries and sharp tangy rhubarb – a 
fabulous combo of summery British flavour. Packing 
plenty of bold fruity character, it can be sipped neat, 
and makes a pretty neat G&T too! We’re sure you’ve 
noticed the rather eye catching bottle in the form of 

Medusa’s head, she has a stony gaze indeed – best not 
look her directly in the eye.

Garnish fresh raspberries (SDP)

Sweet Little Dandelion Burdock  
Gin Liqueur  18%

London, UK 
Flavoured Gin Liquor- Profile: Liquorice & floral

The Middle Ages has been brought into the present, 
as the flower power of dandelion and burdock has 
been harnessed by the folks over at Sweet Little in 

this Dandelion Burdock Gin Liqueur! As always with 
Sweet Little Drinks, the liqueur is presented in a rather 

sweet heart-shaped bottle, complete with wax seal.
Garnish Of your choice  (P)

Sweet Little Pink Candy Floss Gin 18%
London, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Sweet treat

Cast your minds back to the days of fairgrounds, 
rides and, yes, candy floss! Those Sweet Little 

Drinks folks have captured the nostalgic sugary treat 
in the form of this Pink Candy Floss Gin Liqueur. It’s 

certainly for those with a sweet tooth, try mixing it 
with lemonade or splash some in a glass of fizz.
Perfect Garnish:Garnish candy floss (P)

Tarsier Oriental Pink 40%
London, UK 

Flavour Profile: Raspberry & Lychee

A blushing gin from Tarsier, this pink spirit was 
inspired by the founders’ travels around Southeast 
Asia! Raspberries and red dragon fruit are distilled 
alongside galangal, calamansi (a variety of lime) 

and seven traditional botanicals. After distillation, 
raspberry and lychee are infused into the spirit, 

giving it a pink hue. Great with tonic, a handful of 
fresh raspberries and sprig of fresh mint to garnish.

Perfect Garnish:Raspberries (SP)

The Lakes 46%
London, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile:  
Black Pepper & Citrus

An English gin from The Lakes Distillery, which 
is made with botanicals including juniper, black 

pepper and orange peel. The botanicals are steeped 
overnight before the spirit is blended with water 
from the Lake District National Park. It’s bottled 
at 46% ABV, presented in this rather ornate glass 

bottle, engraved with the distillery’s logo. A 
peppery, citrus burst that does very well garnished 

with a ribbon of orange peel.
Perfect Garnish: Ribbon of Orange Peel (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Tanqueray No. 10 47.3%
London, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Named after the Tiny 10 still in which 
it is distilled four times, Tanqueray No. 10 is 

handcrafted in small batches and is the only gin to 
be made with fresh citrus fruits (grapefruits, orange 

and limes) along with camomile flowers and 
other hand selected botanicals.

Perfect Garnish:  
Grapefruit (SP)

Tanqueray Rangpur Gin 41.3%
London, UK 

Style: New Western – Flavour Profile: Citrus

The Rangpur is an exotic citrus that has the 
zestiness of lime and the juiciness of mandarin 

oranges. Rangpur, ginger and bay leaves are added 
to Tanqueray’s base of four botanicals during 
distillation, resulting in an easy-drinking gin with 

a citrus twist. The Rangpur limes and other carefully 
selected botanicals are incorporated into the actual 
distillation process in the true Tanqueray tradition.

Perfect Garnish:  
Lime (SP)

Tanqueray Flor de silva 41.3%
London, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Seville Oranges

Tanqueray Flor de Sevilla is made with bittersweet Seville 
Oranges to deliver a fruitful and zesty taste, balanced with 
the 4 botanicals of our classic London Dry gin. This taste 
of the sun-soaked Mediterranean is a uniquely enjoyable 
yet complex gin. Serve with premium tonic water and 

garnish with a fresh orange wedge.
Perfect Garnish: 

Orange Wedge (SP)

Tarquins Gin 42%
Cornwall, UK 

Style: London Dry – Flavour Profile: Citrus

Colour– Crystal clear. Nose– Fresh, crisp and 
vibrant juniper. Light aromatic spice, orange 

blossom and a hint of cardamom. Body– Creamy, 
dry with delicate green pine and subtle frangipane. 

Finish– Crisp and clean, with lingering citrus 
zestand eastern spice notes. G&T garnish:  

Wedge of lime.Adventurous - Wedge of lime  
with an orange twist.
Perfect Garnish: 

Slice of Lime & Lavender Sprig (SP)

Tarquin’s Pink Lemon, Grapefruit and 
Peppercorn Gin 42%

England - London Dry   
Flavour profile Very citrus and peppercorn

The team at Tarquin’s bring you this fabulously 
fruity gin, distilled using pink lemons. Pink lemons 

are a special cultivar with green and yellow 
striped skin, and grapefruit coloured flesh. No 

sugar has been added, resulting in a pink gin that’s 
wonderfully dry and a perfect pairing for tonic!
Perfect Garnish: Slice of grapefruit (SP)

Tanqueray Blackcurrant Royale Gin 41.3%
England 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Berries

Features four of Tanqueray’s classic botanicals, 
alongside French blackcurrants, vanilla, and black 

orchid. The result is bursting with berry notes, though 
balanced by the floral wafts, creamy richness, and 

herbaceous spice. We reckon this will go rather well 
in a G&T with plenty of fresh berries thrown in as 
garnish, though it should also do handsomely in a 

twist on a Kir Royale, or perhaps a Bramble.
Perfect Garnish: Garnish fresh berries (SP)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Tourer Watermelon & Mint Gin 43%
England 

Flavour profile  Juicy 7 Fresh

The distillers behind Tourer Gin clearly wanted to create 
the most refreshing spirit they could think of, because 

they combined the deliciousness of watermelon and fresh 
mint for this one! You’ll also find Mukrat lime leaves 
and pink peppercorn among the botanicals, so pair it 

with tonic and a wedge of lime and you’re good to go – 
though we think it’d be rather good in a Gin Smash, too.

Garnish wedge of lime (SP)

Two Birds Parma Violet Gin 37.5%
English - Style: flavoured gin 

Flavour profile: Parma Violet sweeties

Parma violet is a favourite for gin flavours, and for good 
reason too! Two Birds have created their own expression, 
capturing the nostalgic childhood sweetie flavour, infused 
with a London Dry gin base. And what a colour it is, too! 

Time to get the cocktail shakers out.
Garnish: Blueberries (SP)

Three Wrens Bloody Apricot Gin 40%
English 

Flavour Fruits & spicy

Three Wrens in Cheshire include blood orange and 
apricots in the distillation of this gin! A fantastic flavour 
combination, the fruits sit wonderfully amongst a careful 
selection of other botanicals, including the likes of ginger 
and sweetgrass. Entirely natural with no added essences 

or flavours, this is a fantastically balanced gin, with a 
refreshingly unusual profile! Great with tonic, and we’re 

keen to try with a blood orange soda too.
Garnish: Orange (P)

Uppercut Gin 49.6%
England 

Style: Dry Gin – Flavour Profile: Spicy

Uppercut Dry Gin comes to us via Belgium and 
features an intense ABV of 49.6% and a botanical 

selection packed with herbs - Damiana leaf, 
Strawberry leaf, Liquorice root and Vervain herb, 

among others. Tasty and herbaceous, just be careful 
ordering it in a pub or bar. “I’ll have an Uppercut, 
please,” might not be how you want to phrase it...

Perfect Garnish: Strawberries (SDP)

Unicorn Tears 40%

Secret Location, UK 
Style: Liqueur – Flavour Profile - Citrus

With real unicorn tears from a herd in an 
undisclosed location, it is said that the animals are 
humanely force fed wheelbarrows of citrus fruit, 

juniper berries, coriander and liquorice!!
Perfect Garnish:Juniper Berries (SP)

Unicorn Tears Raspberry 40%
Secret Location, UK 

Style: Flavoured – Flavour Profile: Raspberry

I imagine unicorn tears are not that easy to obtain, 
so it’s worth appreciating the amount of effort that 
went into creating Unicorn Tears Raspberry Gin 

Liqueur. This shimmery liquid boasts a bright pink 
hue and should make for a marvellous core to an 
array of tasty cocktails. Just don’t ask how they 

extracted the tears from the unicorns.
Perfect Garnish:   

Juniper Berries (SP)
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Ungava gin 43.1%
England 

Style: Canadian – Flavour Profile: Nordic Juniper

Ungava is a very intriguing Canadian Gin, made 
using six rare, botanicals which bestow upon it a 
distinctive flavour profile and the natural, vibrant 

colour. These hand-picked botanicals include Nordic 
Juniper, Arctic Blend, Cloudberry, Crowberry, 

Labrador Tea and Wild Rose Hips. It is named after 
the Ungava Peninsula, which can be found at the 

northern tip of Quebec, Canada...
Perfect Garnish:  Pink Grapefruit  (SP)

Whitby Gin 42%
England 

Style: Citrus 

Well balanced spice and sweetness from the 
juniper and citrus, with savoury hints coming through 
cleanly from the kelp and heather tip. Truly distilled 

in the Secret gem of the UK … Whitby
Perfect Garnish: 

Pink Grapefruit & sprig of Rosemary (SP)

 Xellent 40%
Swiss 

Style: Citrus & Lavendar

A Swiss gin, made with a base of high-quality rye 
grain spirit, seasoned with 25 botanicals including 
Edelweiss, woodruff, elderflower, lemon balm and 

lavender - the latter two are grown by Master Distiller 
Franz Huber himself! It’s diluted down to 40% using 
pure glacier water from the heart of Switzerland. A 

highly fragrant, refreshing and herbal gin, very suited 
to enjoying neat.

Perfect Garnish:  
Grapefruit (SDP)

Xoriguer Mahon 38%
Menorca 

Style: Wine with Juniper

Xoriguer is a classic gin from Mahon, 
Menorca, first made for British sailors whom were 

stationed on the island in the 18th century who were 
hankering for some gin. Rather than using a grain 
alcohol, Xoriguer is made from distilled wine and 

features juniper (obviously) as well as 
a secret selection of herbs.

Perfect Garnish: 
Lemon Peel & Juniper Berries (P)



All gins served in 35ml measures

Ceder’s Classic  0.4%
This one features notes of juniper, coriander and 

geranium - flavours that might be familiar to those 
who enjoy that particularly popular juniper-based 

beverage...

Ceder’s Crisp 0.4%
It features botanicals such as juniper, citrus, 

cucumber and chamomile from South Africa’s 
Western Cape. These are distilled and then blended 

with Swedish water before also being bottled in 
Sweden.

Ceder’s Pink Rose 0.5%
Ceder’s Pink Rose is made using natural botanicals 

including juniper, rose and hibiscus. This results 
in an irresistible balance of classic gin botanicals 

with juniper at the forefront complemented by floral 
notes of rose and sweet hibiscus. Combines Swedish 
style and pristine water, with rare and exotic South 

African botanicals.

Seedlip Spice 0%
Orange & Mandarin peel & pith top notes, with 

juicy Blood Orange undertones open up to a stalky, 
grassy character. Clean, fresh notes of Ginger 
& Lemongrass with a dry finish from a subtle 

Peppercorn prickle.

Seedlip Garden 0% 
Sophisticated top notes of hand-picked Peas & Hay 
and a complex herbal base character of Spearmint, 

Rosemary & Thyme.

Seedlip Grove 42 Spirit 0%
Sophisticated top notes of hand-picked Peas & Hay 
and a complex herbal base character of Spearmint, 

Rosemary & Thyme.

Non-Alcoholic Gins all serves £6.00


